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Seed&Spark is a platform that helps diverse

creators build sustainable careers while amplifying

the cultural impact of the work they make. 

Seed&Spark powers creator sustainability through 

 through our best-in-class crowdfunding platform

and free education, and we power creator impact

through our suite of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

(DEI) distribution platforms: Film Forward and

Impact Screening Experiences. 

Film Forward and Impact Screening Experiences

are built to deliver exceptional films into the

workplace to build inclusive culture, and drive

individual and organizational transformation.
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OUR STORY

In 2011, film producer Emily Best needed

$20,000 to finish financing her film Like The

Water. Inspired by the wedding registry

model, she and her team created a simple

website that listed the items they needed to

finish the film and included a PayPal to

accept donations. Over the next month they

raised $23,000 in cash – and more than

$200,000 in loans and gifts of locations,

goods and services. Like The Water would go

on to play more than 20 festivals around the

world, and the lessons Best learned while

crowdfunding – and then trying to get

distribution for her film – became the

foundation of Seed&Spark.

Since the beginning, the vision for Seed&Spark has been to

build sustainability for independent creators while

collectively increasing representation and inclusion in the

industry. We built data transparency and ownership into

the core of our product, and use our hands-on education to

help creators learn how to use our tools, build their own

strategies and take control of their careers. 

In September of 2014, Emily and co-founder Erica Anderson

drove across the U.S. teaching filmmakers how to use these

tools togrow their careers. That road trip grew into the

national educational program Seed&Spark operates today

in conjunction with hundreds of film festivals, membership

organizations and universities today.

In 2016, Seed&Spark went to Techstars Boston to pilot new

models of distribution, focused on breaking down the silos

of algorithm-based recommendations and provoking new

perspectives and conversation. The beta streaming

platform launched on Apple TV and Roku in June 2017. 
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In 2020, the product evolved into novel new

forms of distribution focused on maximizing

cultural impact: delivering films into workplaces

specifically to increase empathy and

understanding and to drive behavioral change

for individuals and organizations.

 Our Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) film

products marked our entry into the B2B

marketplace: Film Forward is an ongoing

workplace education platform  on top of which 

Seed&Spark has built a suite of education programs

tackling everything from Racial Justice to Inclusive

Leadership Skills. Our event-based Impact Screening

Experiences deliver feature films into organizations to

drive and measure impact. Within the first year of launch,

our programs have been deployed with the likes of

Planned Parenthood, Justworks, Zillow, and Washington

Governors University.

Seed&Spark’s is bolstered by a remarkable community of

investors and advisors. Investors include Abigail Disney,

Arlan Hamilton, Denmark West, Jacki Zehner, Jeff Yang

and OnePlanet VC. Our Creative Action Board includes

Mark Duplass, Emily V Gordon, Erika Alexander, Lisa

Cunningham and Jeff Yang. And our Equity & Inclusion

Advisory Board is made up of luminaries in the corporate

equity and inclusion space: Nicole Sanchez of Vaya

Consulting, Katring Jones from Amazon, Aubrey Blanche

from Culture Amp, and many more.
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BIO: 

EMILY BEST
Emily Best is the founder and CEO of Seed&Spark, a platform

dedicated to helping creators build sustainable careers and

amplifying the cultural impact of their work. 

Emily arrived in the film business taking a circuitous route

through restaurants, vision and values strategy, and the

theater. After graduating Haverford College with a degree in

Anthropology, Emily studied to be a jazz singer in Barcelona

before being tapped to run restaurants in California. As the

GM of Bistro 33 in Davis, CA, Emily increased the profit

margin 2x in the $5M business, managed nearly 80

employees and implemented what would become a

company-wide training program. She worked as a contractor

for a fiscal responsibility policy non-profit in Sacramento

before moving to NYC to co-found Best Partners, a boutique

vision and values scenarios-to-strategy company. 

"Storytelling can change the world.
When everyone can see themselves
reflected in the stories we share,
we empower all people to take part
in shaping how we see our past, our
present and our future."
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With Best Partners, Emily participated in strategy efforts for

some of the world's leading financial institutions including

Morgan Stanley and Deutsche Bank, as well as organizations

such as PREA and the Tallberg Forum. All the while she

continued to produce and act in theater. In 2011, Emily

produced her first feature film Like the Water (co-written by

and starring Caitlin FitzGerald). The challenges and triumphs

of that experience led her to found Seed&Spark.

An advocate for diversity and inclusion in the entertainment

industry, Best regularly speaks at conferences and events

about leveraging entertainment to build equity and

sustainability for everyone. 
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Best was named a 2013 Indiewire Influencer, a

2014 New York Business Journal “Woman of

Influence”, a 2015 Upstart 100 entrepreneur

(Business Journals), received the Ivy Film Innovator

Award in 2015 and in 2016, graduated from

Techstars Boston. Best is now a mentor for

Techstars, PlugIn South LA, Start with 8 Hollywood,

Square One Startup School. She serves on the

Advisory Board for Aleria Tech and Endcrawl. Best

has raised millions of dollars in traditional funding,

equity crowdfunding, and rewards-based

crowdfunding and has personally participated in

more than 300 crowdfunding campaigns. 



2012

Seed&Spark is founded
(May)

Launch beta platform for
crowdfunding (Dec)

2014 2016

Launch the national
filmmaker education tour

Introduce crowdfunding
rallies

TechStars Boston

Test subscription
streaming service
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2017

Surpass $10M in

crowdfunding

Launch OTT streaming

apps (Roku, Apple TV)

2018 2020

85% crowdfunding
campaign success rate

Surpass $12M in
crowdfunding

Launch exclusive
streaming content

Close $2.2M seed round

Shutter streaming to focus
on impact distribution 

Launch Film Forward

Launch Impact Screening
Experiences

Close $1M in bridge
financing

MILESTONES


